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Update from the Canegrowers Burdekin
Annual General Meeting
A good roll up of members attended the 2015 AGM held at CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill on Thursday 5 th November.
Chairman Phil Marano opened the meeting and spoke to the key points of his Chairman’s Report, click here for a copy. Phil
made particular mention of the fact the 2016 is an election year for CANEGROWERS and encouraged members to give
consideration to standing. It is a challenging but interesting and enjoyable role.
General Manager, Debra Burden provided attendees with an overview of the company’s financial position prior to presenting the
background behind two proposed constitution changes. The two proposed constitutional changes were put to the vote and
carried unanimously.
Guest speaker, Mr Paul Schembri, Chair of CANEGROWERS Qld then provided the meeting with an entertaining and informative
update on key industry activities. Paul spoke on the following matters:



CANEGROWERS Qld company operational matters including its staffing structure and future direction. The appointment of
Dan Galligan as CEO, and the positive relationship with ACFA. Paul stressed on the big ticket matters when the industry
talks to Government we need to be totally united



Although we are fighting many battles the industry is well placed for a good future. Paul gave examples of other industries
that not so long ago faced what seemed to be unsurmountable challenges but are now thriving ...such as the grazing industry
and the dairy industry. Paul stressed that although times are tough we need to hang in there and spoke about the Cowboys
not giving up at the 80th minute in the grand final



Sugar Prices...after 5 years of global surpluses 2015/16 could see a global deficit which could lead to the continued
rebuilding of the sugar price



Reef Regulations...Minister Miles is going to re-introduce regulation. The Minister has said this will not be like the previous
regulations and will focus on fertiliser and chemical use. This announcement came after the release of the 2014 Reef Report
Card. Paul has questions about the changes to targets and methodology implemented in this report card. CANEGROWERS
is considering sponsoring a scientific “Think Tank” to provide some alternate thoughts. Question from the audience on
SmartCane BMP and grower support or lack of. Paul referred to Russell Jordan and recognised Russell as the first grower in
the Burdekin to obtain SmartCane BMP accreditation. Russell advised that the hardest part in the accreditation process is
getting your records together – most people are operating at BMP – just need to be able to prove it to become accredited.
(readers should refer to canenews edition 16 Oct for a full report on Reef Regulations click here)



Trade ...Paul advised that although we did not get what we wanted from the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) we did get a foot
in the door. We were not fully successful as sugar is the most politically protected commodity in the world. The US
Government subsidises its cane and beet growers to the tune of $2.2b per annum.



Ravensdown ...Paul advised that CANEGROWERS has sought legal advice over the recovery of the up-front commitment
made by growers ....it is CANEGROWERS view that the Redeemable Preference Shares should be paid back in full



Marketing and Wilmar’s attempt to strip growers of their right to access QSL... this is covered under a separate story within
canenews

In General Business, the issue of a start date for the 2016 crush was discussed. Attendees unanimously agreed that given
Wilmar’s unofficial estimate is of a reduced crop of 7.5 million tonnes there is no need for the crush to start early.
The meeting closed with Paul Schembri drawing the lucky door prize ...Ian Shepherdson was the happy winner of a limited edition
Cowboys Premiership print.
Attendees stayed on to enjoy a BBQ and some cool refreshments.
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Marketing Update on Wilmar’s attempt to strip
growers of their rights to access QSL
Chair of CANEGROWERS Qld, Paul Schembri,
provided
attendees at the Canegrowers Burdekin AGM on Thursday night
with an up to the minute overview on the fight to stop Wilmar
stripping growers of their rights to access QSL.
Paul advised this “Ding dong” battle has been going on for 18
months and he fully understands the worry and anxiety it is
placing on growers who need to make decisions about whether
or not to plant. He knows growers are very uncertain if they
should lock into this long term investment when Wilmar continues
to refuse to respect their wishes and continues with their heavy
handed tactics over marketing and continues to try to take away
growers long term rights.
CANEGROWERS Qld Chair, Paul Schembri addressing the
Paul advised that next Monday, a voluntary mediation process
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Annual General Meeting
will take place in Brisbane where representatives from the milling
companies and grower representatives (including ACFA) will come together with facilitator, Mike Logan, to endeavour to reach a
commercial resolution.

Paul clarified that this mediation process is not part of the
mediation process proposed by Ian Macfarlane MP when he was
the Federal Industry Minister. This is a separate process that
has been voluntarily agreed between the millers and the grower
representatives.
Paul then provided an overview of the actions taking place at the
Federal and State levels as follows:
Federal: Barnaby Joyce MP, the Minister for Agriculture and
Water Resources, has indicated that he is interested to see the
results from the voluntary mediation process.
State: the KAP Private Members Real Choice in Marketing Bill is
set to be debated in the first week in December. There have been some interesting twists and turns to reach this position. After
undertaking an inquiry, the Agriculture and Environment Committee referred the Bill to the Qld Competition Commission (QPC) to
undertake a Consultation Regulatory Impact Assessment. The QPC considered two key questions as part of this assessment.
These questions being:

 is there evidence of market failure in the sugar industry arrangements that would indicate
the need for government intervention?

The QPC is calling for all

 is there a net benefit from the Bill; or are there alternative options that would meet the interested parties to make
overall industry objective?

submissions on the
Consultation RIS by BLACK
Late last week the QPC released their Consultation Regulatory Impact Statement (click here for FRIDAY 13 November 2015
the 2 page summary and here
for the full report.)
Given the tight political environment, it is unclear
how this draft input from the QPC will influence the debate on
the Private Members Bill in December. Canegrowers Burdekin
will be making a submission to refute the QPC draft decisions
and will also have representatives in the public audience to
witness the State Parliament debate as it coincides with the
court case relating to the 2010 dispute.
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Crush statistics
estimate
8,250,000

96%

Week 21 as at 31/10/2015

CROP CRUSHED TO DATE

7,947,063
tonnes
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Weather update by
Professor Roger Stone
Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary

We are currently further progressing into the El Niño pattern.
The SOI phase for the end of October was classified as being
a ‘consistently deeply negative phase’.
The SOI to the end of October was close to minus 21.31 (21.31).
For Queensland, rainfall probability values for the next three
months are low for most regions (especially coastal zones)
compared to normal for this time of year.

As at 2 November 2015
At this stage, the current El Niño system is expected to persist
until about autumn 2016, suggesting a possible return to higher
rainfall from early winter onwards, 2016.
To read the monthly outlook and review click here.

Allocations

Dam Storage

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

53.2%
3 Nov 2015
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Canegrowers Burdekin presents to the
Queensland Productivity Commission’s
Public inquiry into Electricity Prices and a Fair
Price for Solar Exports
Labor made an election promise as part of their “Plan for
Agriculture” that if elected they would ask the new Queensland
Productivity Commission (QPC) as its first task to conduct a
public inquiry into electricity pricing to investigate short and loanterm options to respond to the significant price increases over
recent years. The QPC is to provide the Government with advice
on options to place downward pressure on electricity
prices. Click here to read the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference.
To date the QPA has prepared two detailed “Issues Papers” on
Electricity Pricing in Queensland (click here) and on Solar FeedIn Pricing in Queensland (click here).
As advised in canenews edition 22 Oct (click here) on Monday 2
Nov in Townsville the QPC held a public forum to discuss their
two inquiries into Electricity Pricing and Solar Feed-In Pricing.
Manager, Debra Burden presented at the public forum. The key
statements Debra expressed to the QPC Commission Kim Wood
included:

Queensland Productivity Commissioner Kim Wood & Debra Burden



Ergon’s financial performance is obscene.... profit of close to $1B for 2014/15 which was more than double the profit from the
previous year ($421m) plus Return on Assets of 11.6% and Return on Equity of 28.6%. In addition the Government is about
to strip close to $2b in dividends from Ergon (click here to view Ergon’s 2014/15 Annual Report)



The Government is the 100% owner of the monopoly supplier and has the power to fix the issue of unaffordable electricity
prices today and IT’s TIME action was taken.



A copy of the CANEGROWERS Fact Sheet (click here) detailing our previously proposal to reduce irrigation tariffs by 33%
was provided to the Commissioner. This proposal had been independently modelled to show that a reduction of this size:







would be revenue neutral to Ergon;
would not require any Government subsidy;
would benefit Ergon by reversing the fall in utilisation of the network;
would increase off-peak consumption; and
would end the negative death spiral.

The following points were then put forward as our views and our perspectives in relation to the Inquiry into Electricity Pricing:
Generation:



The Government must stop Stanwell and CS Energy from playing in the market to drive up energy pricing.



Note costs relating to generation represents around 21% of an average Ergon bills.

Network:



Cost of debt ... the actual Government cost of debt should be adopted rather than the allocated cost of debt . We
understand the Government cost of debt is around 2% and not the 6% (estimated) that the AER allow the networks to utilise.
We feel a rough estimate of the benefit would be a reduction in network costs of 20%. Ergon’s 2014/15 Annual Report
indicates the cost of debt was $310m which represented 19% of all Ergon’s expenses. The Annual Report states Ergon has
an interest bearing loan with Qld Treasury Corp for $5.273B

Continues page 7
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Canegrowers Burdekin presents to the
Queensland Productivity Commission’s
Public inquiry continued


Corporate Tax ...we do not see that there is any competitive disadvantage in the network arena ..so we therefore feel there is
no need for the listing of a corporate tax impact. Our view is this practice simply provides a second dividend to the
government and results in higher costs to customers. Ergon’s Annual Report shows a Tax Expense of $295m



Asset management ... our view is the regulated asset base is twice as high as it should be and impaired assets should be
written down which would reduce the impact of depreciation expense. Ergon’s Annual Report states Depreciation Expenses
is $454m which is 27% of all expenses.



Note costs relating to transmission and distribution represent around 47% of an average Ergon bill.

Retail



Retail competition must be encouraged we feel this can occur by moving the Customer Service Obligation (CSO) to the
network



Transparency in pricing ...we are of the view that all Ergon invoices should detail the breakup of costs associated with retail,
network and generation. We understand that currently only large and industry electricity customers have this information
individually listed



We do not support the introduction of demand tariffs as we are of the view that this will penalise irrigators as they are based
on the demand spikes and not on usage



Note costs relating to retail represent around 23% of an average Ergon account

Cost Reflective



we feel that the current Cost Reflective process does not reflect true costs. We are of this view due to what we feel are the
false costs associated with the Cost of Capital, Regulatory Tax and Overstated Asset Base



the network efficient must substantially improve as we understand the Australian Energy Regulator has stated Ergon’s
network is only 45% efficient

On the topic of the Solar Scheme Inquiry our view is the cost of this scheme must be paid for out of the Government’s General
Revenue and not recovered through electricity prices which results in customers subsidising the scheme. Note costs relating to
the Solar Scheme represent around 7% of an average Ergon bill.
Copies of the following CANEGROWERS Report and Fact Sheets were provided to the Commissioner:






CME Advice to CANEGROWERS on Ergon Tariffs (click here)



Fact Sheet: Irrigators need to be recognised as a separate customer class (click here)

Fact Sheet: Solutions for Electricity Prices (33% reduction) (click here)
Fact Sheet: Is the Community Service Obligation (CSO) a genuine subsidy to Regional Qld energy users? (click here)
Fact Sheet: Response to Qld Competition Authority claims of “cost reflectivity” and the application of the CSO to irrigators
(click here)

What happens next:
The QPC has asked for written
submissions on these two inquiries by
16th November then the QPC has
until 29 Jan 2016 to release a draft
report with a final report due to be
submitted to the Government by 31st
May 2016.
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Inkerman Lime & Gypsum
In critical times like now, between low prices, droughts, high
electricity costs, high water charges, YCS, and everything else
that gets thrown at farmers; it is now more important than ever
to keep the health of your soil at its optimum, so you can keep
productivity at its maximum. I know this too well, as I am a
farmer myself, with experience and interests in sugar cane,
small crops, heavy produce, mangoes, broad acre crops, and
forestry.

With all this in mind, can you afford not to use our
products?
Don’t sell yourself short! “Remember it pays, not costs,
to use our products.” If you can’t make money due to low
prices and all the above, the next best thing is to increase
productivity, or at least keep the productivity up as high as you
can. Keeping your soil in tip top condition is the best medicine
for those bigger production figures that will in turn result in a
much higher return. Without soil health you can feed your
crops all sorts of vitamins and minerals but will lack the
response that you will achieve by having the soil in optimum
health.

Let’s talk about input costs
In times of ever increasing costs of inputs and no letting down,
we at Inkerman Lime & Gypsum are proud to advise that
we have made some internal changes and a restructuring of
our business operations by purchasing our own heavy vehicles
for road transport, so we could reduce our product costs and in
turn pass on savings to the customer. In doing so, we created
extra jobs for our community, a win win for everyone.
We all should be asking other businesses who directly or
indirectly benefit from farmers in this region, to help farmers in
tough times to at least try to follow suit and reduce prices
wherever they can. This is my challenge to other local business
owners, “If I can, you can!”
I would also like to advise that a new crushing plant has
ensured a very finely ground product which is important for a
faster reaction in the soils. For those farmers who have their
own spreaders, we can do you a good deal on bulk deliveries.
“If things are a bit tight for you speak to us about a payment
plan.”

Please call Joe, Rosetta & Robert
for details on prices.

The above is a paid advertisement
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 2 November 2015

Marketing


CANEGROWERS met with the Shadow Minister for Agriculture to assist with the development of proposed amendments to
the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015.



CANEGROWERS discussed progress in the development of the federal government’s proposed mandatory code of conduct
with representatives of the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources.

Electricity


While disappointed in the Australian Energy Regulator’s decision to allow Ergon to collect an additional $216.3 million
revenue more than foreshadowed in its draft electricity determination, CANEGROWERS has welcomed the decision by the
AER’s to trim Ergon’s unrealistic and unreasonable revenue gouging proposal by 19.3%.



We are heartened by the Queensland Government’s statement that they will direct Energex and Ergon to lock in these better
outcomes, and not appeal the AER decision.



It remains the case that electricity prices are too high. CANEGROWERS is targeting a suite of irrigation tariffs as input to
Ergon’s forthcoming tariff structure statement, which is progressing with a range of electricity use profiles being developed.
We are working to overcome deficiencies in the data provided by Ergon.

Trade


The Indonesia-Australia business week will be held from 17 November in Jakarta. CANEGROWERS together with
Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL), the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), the Department of Agriculture and
Austrade are working to ensure sugar is featured in the program.



Work continued regarding implementation issues associated with the segregation of high pol sugar. Resolution of this issue
will ensure Australia can sell Brand 1 sugar to Japan under the JAEPA and TPP following its implementation.



CANEGROWERS is leading the industry’s efforts to ensure appropriate arrangements are developed for the administration of
TPP sugar quota. These arrangements are needed to ensure the full value of access to the United States market is captured.



India’s latest sugar subsidy announcements are prohibited export subsidies. The Australian Government has again raised
questions regarding these subsidies in Delhi and Geneva. In response to CANEGROWERS raising the issue, DFAT has
again raised questions regarding these subsidies in Delhi and Geneva. DFAT confirms its assessment that India’s latest
sugar subsidy announcements (the proposed cane payment subsidies) are prohibited export subsidies, not domestic
supports in the WTO.

Smartcane BMP


The Smartcane BMP Industry Steering committee have met. Discussion focused on sustainability metrics, Bonsucro and how
Smartcane BMP can meet the sustainability needs of end-users and suppliers.



The BMP facilitator’s team meeting was held last week and resulted in a number of positive outcomes. This included
improved process for accreditation, ideas for improved engagement and consideration of the role and possible delivery of
non-core modules.



Current statistics:




870 growers completed core modules by self-assessment, representing 41% of cane area.
26 growers accredited in core modules by independent assessment, representing 2% of cane area.

Chemicals


CANEGROWERS met with the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries in relation to Diuron, Shirtan, MRL testing of cane for
chemicals and water quality exceedances.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
continued

Climate


CANEGROWERS met with the carbon reduction institute. Discussion focused on opportunities around government climate
policy, future greenhouse gas emission funding, carbon audits and measuring greenhouse gas emissions which can relate
back to sustainability accreditation programs such as Bonsucro.

Project Catalyst Bus trip


CANEGROWERS attended the Project Catalyst bus trip around the Ingham, Tully and South Johnstone area. Visits included
the difficulty of zone development for variable rate nutrient application, the production and application of bio fertilisers/
compost and various farming systems including zero till and rice as a break crop. These are all works in progress. Of interest
was that the growers involved were working in various ways with Sugar Research Australia (SRA), Herbert Cane Productivity
Services Limited and three different independent agronomic consultants. This is perhaps some indication that the extension
gap is being filled if there is funding available or growers see enough potential to pay for the services.

SRA


CANEGROWERS attended the Sugar Research Australia (SRA) AGM. Dr Guy Roth and Mr Ian Sampson are the newly
elected members of the SRA Board.



Following the retirement of Mr Paul Wright AM from the position of Chairman, Dr Ron Swindells has now been appointed
Chairman. Dr Swindells has been a Board member of SRA since its creation in 2013.

Biofuels


CANEGROWERS presented to the Queensland Parliament’s Utilities, Science and Innovation Committee in support of the
proposed the Liquid Fuel Supply (Ethanol and Other Biofuels Mandate) Amendment Bill 2015. The key points raised were:

 To generate new investment the mandate would need to be higher than the proposed 2% which is below the current
production level.

 The mandate would need wide parliamentary support to be seen as a stable long term policy approach that provided
regulatory certainty for potential new investors.

Reforming the regulation of agricultural chemicals and veterinary
medicines


A workshop was held in Brisbane on 2 November seeking input into the reforming the regulation of agricultural chemicals and
veterinary medicines. QCGO attended the workshop.



The government is developing and implementing reforms to the regulation of agvet chemicals to encourage the introduction
of newer, better chemical products, to improve productivity and sustainability for the users of agvet chemicals and to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of regulation.



The reforms are expected to bring a range of benefits for farmers and other users, the environment and the community, while
retaining protections for the health and safety of humans, animals and the environment.



CANEGROWERS attended the APVMA agvet chemicals regulation reform workshop on 2 November 2015.



The workshops objective was to facilitate discussion between stakeholders, increase the understanding of the proposed
reform measures and discuss the regulatory system more broadly.



The focus of the workshops was be a series of discussion papers that provided further details on each of the proposed reform
measures. Feedback from the agvet sessions will be used to develop a policy paper outlining a comprehensive reform
package. The policy paper will be released for stakeholder comment in the first quarter of 2016. Following input from
stakeholders, the policy paper will go to the government for its consideration.



Further information on the process and discussion papers can be found at http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/ag-vetchemicals/better-regulation-of-ag-vet-chemicals#summary-of-reform-measures
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Lower
Wilmar announces a half year loss
Burdekin
of $105m from sugar activities
Catchment
Wilmar’s financial results for first half year of 2015 (click here) show a loss on their global
activities of $105.5m this is a worse result than the same period the previous year
Development sugar
which recorded a loss of $77.8m. Wilmar state in regard to the 2015 half year result “Sugar
recorded a loss before tax due to weaker performances from the Group’s merchandising
Project
and manufacturing business and seasonal losses in the Milling segment which are typically
Update
incurred as a result of plant maintenance in the first half of the year”.
Readers will recall that the
Queensland
Government
commissioned the project in
response to the growing demand to
access water from the Burdekin
Falls Dam and associated water
distribution systems for the purpose
of
enabling
appropriate
and
sustainable economic development
and growth.
As reported in the 14th August
edition of canenews
the
Queensland
Government
had
engaged independent contractor,
Geoff Croke of Psi Delta to deliver
Part 1 - Demand and Market
Analysis of the Lower Burdekin
Catchment Development project.
The
Department
of
State
Development has advised last
week that Mr Croke has now
presented his final report to the
Queensland
Government;
a
summary of the report can be
viewed by clicking here.
As reported in canenews last
month
the
Queensland
Government
has
engaged
independent contractors, PwC and
MWH to deliver Parts 2-7 of the
project.
It is important to note that the
findings of the Part 1 Demand and
Market Analysis forms the basis
for the remainder of the project,
with a final overarching report (Part
7 Synthesis Report) bringing
together the major findings and
recommendations from Parts 1 to
6.
The project is on track to be
completed by February 2016.
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Calling last tonnes

Pricing information
2015 Season Advances & Payments
as at 9 October 2015
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
20 August 15*
22 October 15*
17 December 15
21 January 16
18 February 16
17 March 16
21 April 16
19 May 16
23 June 16
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$227
$243
$266
$285
$293
$302
$311
$321
$330
$348
$367

80.0%
82.5%
85.0%
87.5%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 6 November 2015
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2015 Season
2016 Season

$439
$447

$419
$427

2017 Season

$444

$424

This has been the call from Wilmar logistics officers this week
as growers, harvesters and haul outs have dashed around to
harvest the last available cane for the 2015 harvest.
Crushing operations have been completed this week at Invicta
Mill with the last cane tipped at 3.20PM on Wednesday
afternoon.
At the time of writing this report Wilmar were expecting to finish
crushing the last cane at Kalamia Mill on Friday and Pioneer
Mill on Saturday.
Also at this stage it appears that Inkerman is well on the home
straight with approximately another week to go and looking like
all harvesting finishing on Thursday with crushing operations
maybe concluding on Friday 13th November.
A Harvest Management Group meeting will be held during the
following week after harvest completion where Wilmar will
present the cane and mill production statistics for the 2015
season which will be reproduced in the weekly edition of
canenews.
Pursuant to clause 7.6 (b) of the CSA any end of crushing
season adjustment payment or wash up payment and
allowances that is due to growers is to be paid within 10
business days after crushing has ceased in the Burdekin.

Estimated QSL 2015 Pool Prices
As at 16 October 2015
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$376

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$400

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$406

QSL US Quota Pool

$699

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$431

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$442

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2016

$435

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$445

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.

CaneClip: Sugarcane for future climates
In this CaneClip, see cutting edge research occurring at CSIRO
in Townsville looking at ways of preparing sugarcane varieties
of the future for future climatic challenges.
Click here to view clip.
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Week ending 6 November 2015

IPS Explained
Growers often ask why QSL quotes our pool values in tonnes IPS. This week we look at what IPS is and
how it is used by QSL when discussing our pool prices.
The International Polarisation Scale (or IPS) is designed to recognise the fluctuation in sugar quality (measured by Polarisation,
which looks at the sucrose content in sugar) and enable a standard unit price for sugar while still rewarding suppliers for the
actual Polarisation (Pol) of the sugar they produce. The scale was devised by the Sugar Association of London and defines the
premiums and penalties applied to sugar above or below a base line level set at 96 degrees of Pol.
Sugar produced in Queensland generally has a Pol higher than 96 degrees, and so the IPS adjustment applied to each tonne
delivered to QSL is usually a positive one for Queensland growers, based on the following scale:
Pol level

Adjustment

above 96º to and including 97º

add 1.50%

above 97º to and including 98º

add an additional 1.25%

above 98º to and including 99º

add an additional 1.00%

below 96º to and including 95º

deduct 1.60%

below 95º to and including 94º

deduct an additional 2.00%

below 94º to and including 93º

deduct an additional 2.50%

It is important to note that this scale is cumulative,
so if the sugar delivered was 98 degrees Pol, then it
would receive a premium of 1.5% (96-97 Pol) +
1.25% (97-98 pol) = 2.75%.
Should someone deliver sugar at 96 Pol, then no
adjustment would be necessary as that is the
standard pol baseline used. When sugar below 96
Pol is delivered, the penalties outlined above would
apply. The ICE 11 futures price is quoted basis 96
degrees of Pol and incorporates the same Pol scale.

QSL Pools & IPS
The IPS per tonne price quoted for QSL Pools is based on the standard 96 degree Pol baseline, with payments to Suppliers
adjusted to reflect their Pol levels. For example:




Mill A produces 10 tonnes of sugar at 98 Pol
Mill B produces 10 tonnes of sugar at 99 Pol

While both mills have produced the same number of tonnes, Mill B has effectively produced more sugar sucrose and therefore
should be paid more for this.
To recognise the difference in Pol and to pay accordingly, we adjust the mills’ tonnes to be both basis 96 degrees by applyin g the
International Pol Scale.



Mill A’s tonnes becomes 10 tonnes x 1.0275 = 10.275 tonnes IPS



Mill B’s tonnes becomes 10 tonnes x 1.0375 = 10.375 tonnes IPS

If the QSL Pool price is $400 per tonne IPS, Mill A is paid for 10.275 tonnes IPS @ $400 = $4110.
Mill B is paid for 10.375 tonnes IPS @ $400 = $4150
As you can see, both mills have produced the same number of tonnes actual sugar, but Mill B has received a higher payment
than Mill A which recognises the higher Pol of the sugar they produced. The effect of the IPS formula is to pass on directly from
market the additional value paid for higher Polarisation sugar.
The above calculation has been simplified for explanatory purposes. The actual calculation in practise is more complex and can
and does take into consideration differences in Pol premiums for those millers making different ‘brands’ of sugar to meet specific
customer needs, i.e. “JA Sugar” for the Japanese market. Put simply, the outcome of the IPS tonnes calculation is to ensure
millers and growers are indifferent to which brand of raw sugar QSL requests the mill make, while still rewarding the millers for the
higher overall quality of the raw sugar produced and rewarding growers for the overall higher quality cane supplied. We will
explore this facet of the calculation in more detail next week.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Sugar Industry Calendar
Click here
CORES One Day Suicide
Intervention Training,
Saturday 14 November,
9am-5pm @ Burdekin
PCYC

Would you like to
advertise in

canenews?
Email
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

to receive more
information

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

QFF 10 things to know
1.

QFF has responded to the Australian Energy Regulator's (AER) decision to cap Ergon &
Energex revenue growth. The State Government has decided not to appeal the decision,
describing it as 'power price stability'. QFF statement HERE

2.

QFF industry members CANEGROWERS has come out in response the AER decision claiming
it will not fix the “death spiral” many of their members are experiencing, trying to deal with the
rising cost of electricity.

3.

See incoming QFF President Stuart Armitage's QCL column 'Vibrant and unified representation
of agriculture in Queensland'.

4.

QFF indsutry member Growcom has called for government assistance to settle Syrian refugees
in regional areas.

5.

Interim QFF CEO Ruth Wade was a guest on the Queensland ABC Country Hour last
Thursday. Take a listen HERE (Listen from 36.50)

6.

QFF industry member NGIQ has announced Barry Naylor as their Industry Recovery Officer
(IRO) for QFF's Cyclone Maria Recovery Project.

7.

See the latest case studies from the QFF Energy Savers Plus energy efficiency program. Sugar
Cane Irrigation & Production & Cairns Cold Storage- Ergon Energy.

8.

Rain has arrived in drought-stricken outback Queensland, with some towns recording more
than 100 millimetres of rain. According to the wet conditions will last well into next week.(BoM)

9.

QFF will be attending the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources' stakeholder
workshop in Brisbane today to discuss agricultural chemicals and veterinary medicines (agvet
chemicals) regulation reform.

10. Charted Accountants & KPMG have published their 'Food, Farming and our Future' report into
future of agriculture in Australia & New Zealand.

CANEGROWERS’ leadership has earned the respect of community, industry and
government for its persistence and professionalism.
The Burdekin’s local and regional leadership is complemented by
CANEGROWERS’ leadership at national and international levels.
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

Debra Burden

Wayne Smith

Michelle Andrews

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

General Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Manager: Finance & Admin
Payroll & Administration

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

4790 3602

JP (Qual)

Tiffany Giardina

Published Weekly by:

4790 3601
4790 3605
0408 638 518

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

